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EXAMINER' S AMENDMENT

1. / An examiner's amendment to the record appears below. Should the changes and/or

additions be unacceptable to applicant, an amendment may be filed as provided by 37 CFR

1 .3 12. To ensure consideration of such an amendment, it MUST be submitted no later than the

payment of the issue fee.

2. Authorization for this examiner's amendment was given in a telephone interview with

Kevin Jablonski (Reg. No. 50,401) on 6/21/05.

3. Please amend the claims according to the email attachment sent by the Applicant on

6/21/05.

Conclusion

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Kenneth Tang whose telephone number is (571) 272-3772. The

examiner can normally be reached on 8:30AM - 6:00PM, Every other Friday off

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, Meng-Ai An can be reached on (571) 272-3756. The fax phone number for the

organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 703-872-9306.
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Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for pubhshed appUcations

may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished

applications is available through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR

system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR

system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free).
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Tang, Kenneth

To:

Sent:

From: Kevin D. Jablonski [kdj@jablonskiandreid.com]

Tuesday, June 21 , 2005 1 :03 PM

Tang, Kenneth

Subject: Proposed Examiner Amendment for 09/494,817

Examiner Tang,

I have put together a proposed Examiner amendment for the patent application (09/494,81 7) that we discussed

on the phone yesterday. I believe this captures the essence of what we discussed.

Attorney at Law
Jablonski and Reid, PLLC
218 Main St. #140
Kirkland,WA 98033
Phone: 425-822-3668

FAX: 425-822-3526

— The information contained in this e-mail message may be privileged and is confidential

information intended only for the use of the recipient named above. If you are not the intended

recipient of this message, any use, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly

prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify me immediately by

telephone and destroy the original message from your electronic files. —

Best Regards

Kevin D. Jablonski

6/21/05



PATENT
ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. 10992461-1

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

IN RE APPLICATION OF: Johl et al.

APPLICATION NO.: 09/494,817

FILED: January 31, 2000

FOR: Method and System for Increasing

Performance by Substituting Finite State

Machine Control with Hardware-Implemented

Data Structure Manipulation

Proposed Examiner Amendment

Listing of the Claims:

1 . (currently amended) A method for implementing a hardware

controller that concurrently executes a number of tasks by canrying out

operations on behalf of the tasks, the method comprising:

determining a format for a context, comprising stored information related

to a task, that represents the task;

determining possible states, and transitions between states, that a

context representing a task curently executed by the hardware controller can

occupy at each point in the execution of the task, transitions representing

operations performed on behalf of a task by the hardware controller;

partitioning the states and operations carried out by the hardware

controller into a number of managers each containing a number of related states

and canrying out a number of operations;
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associating each manager with a data stmcture for storing contexts

occupying states contained by the manager;

defining a data-structure-manipulator manager that implements the data

stmctures and that transfers contexts from one data structure to another;

defining a command interface to the data-structure-manipulator manager

for each manager; and

implementing the managers and data-stmcture-manipulator manager,

according to the determined states and transitions, so that, when a first

manager carries out an operation that results in transition of a context to a state

contained in a second manager, the first manager generates a command to the

data-structure-manipulator manager to transfer the context from the data

stmcture associated with the first manager to the data structure associated with

the second manager such that timing of the hardware controller is controlled by

a clock circuit that generates clock signals that define clock cycles, wherein

each logical manager may issue at most one command to the data-structure

manipulator during each clock cycle, and wherein the data-structure manipulator

concurrently executes commands issued by the logical managers during a clock

cycle by serializing the commands according to a defined precedence ordering

of the commands .

2. (original) The method of claim 1 wherein tasks are provided to the

hardware controller via a signal interface, wherein the hardware controller

generates output signals and output data as a result of execution of a task, and

wherein operations candied out by managers can be invoked via a signal

interface provided for each manager.
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3. (previously amended) The method of claimi wherein the data-

stmcture-manipuiator manager comprises a manipulator logic circuit for each

manager, a manipulator logic circuit for a manager together with the command

interface defined for the manager composing a manipulator within the data-

stnjcture-manipulator manager corresponding to the manager.

4. (previously amended) The method of claim 3 wherein the

hardware controller includes a timing circuit that generates clock signals afe at

regular intervals, the intervals including and following a first clock signal and

preceding a next clock signal composing a clock cycle, wherein each manager

can issue a single command to the manipulator associated with the manager

during a single clock cycle, and wherein each manipulator can receive* a number

of contexts during a single clock cycle for transfer to the data structure

associated with the manager corresponding to the manipulator.

5. (original) The method of claim 4 wherein each manipulator can

receive a number of commands from a number of managers during each clock

cycle.

6. (original) The method of claim 5 wherein related contexts can be

linked to one another to form a chain of related contexts that can be transferred

together by transfenring the first context of the chain of related contexts.

3
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7. (original) The method of claim 6 applied to an outbound sequence

manager functionality of a fibre channel interface controller to implement an

outbound sequence manager having contexts that store information supplied to

the outbound sequence manager in outbound descriptor blocks and having

doubly linked-list data structures associated with each manager for storing

contexts occupying states contained in the manager, the outbound sequence

manager comprising:

a completion manager associated with a completion doubly linked-list;

a credit manager associated with a timer doubly linked-list;

a transmit manager associated with a transmit doubly linked-list;

an outbound descriptor block manager associated with a free doubly

linked-list;

a rogue manager associated with a free doubly linked-list;

a non-fabric daemon manager associated with a non-fabric doubly linked-

list; and

a centralized list manager data-structure-manipulator manager that

transfers contexts from one doubly linked-list to another in response to

commands issued to the centralized list manager by the completion manager,

credit manager, transmit manager, outbound descriptor manager, rogue

manager, and non-fabric daemon, the centralized list manager having a timer

list manipulator, a free list manipulator, a non-fabric list manipulator, a transmit

list manipulator, and a completion list manipulator.

8. (currently amended) A method for implementing a hardware

controller that concun^ently executes a number of tasks, the method comprising:

4
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representing each task executed by the hardware controller as a context,

each context occupying a state determined by the contents of at least one field

within the context, a context transitioning from one state to another state when

the hardware controller caries out an operation on behalf of the task

represented by the context, wherein timing of the hardware controller is

controlled by a clock circuit that generates clock signals that define clock cycles,

wherein each logical manager may issue at most one command to the data-

structure manipulator during each clock cycle, and wherein the data-structure

manipulator concurrently executes commands issued by the logical managers

during a clock cycle by serializing the commands according to a defined

precedence ordering of the commands :

partitioning hardware controller operations and associated context states

into a number of logical managers;

associating each logical manager with one of a number logical data

stojctures for storing contexts occupying states within the logical manager; and

implementing the logical managers and a data-structure manipulator that

contains the contexts, logical data structures, and a command interface through

which each logical manager issues commands to direct the data-structure

manipulator to transfer a context from the data structure associated with the

logical manager to a different data structure.

9. (cancelled)

10. (original) The method of claim 8 wherein the data structures are

chosen for efficient storage and retrieval of contexts according to the operations

5
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carried out by one or more logical managers associated with the contexts, the

data structures chosen from among well-known data structures employed in

software programming, including:

singly linked lists;

doubly linked lists;

first-in-first-out queues;

first-in-last-out queues;

stacks;

Graphs;

acyclic graphs, such as binary trees;

arrays;

circular queues; and

combinations of the well-known data structures.

1 1 . (original) The method of claim 8 wherein each logical manager is

associated with a signal interface for input and output of signals, wherein

operations candied out by logical managers are invoked by signals received

through the signal interfaces, and wherein the hardware controller receives

tasks and control signals and output data and control signals though a hardware

controller interface.

12. (original) The method of claim 1 1 wherein the hardware controller

receives a task via the hardware controller interface and executes the task by:

storing information related to the task within the hardware controller and

initializing a context to represent the task;

6
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adding the context to the data structure;

carrying out operations on behalf of the context by the logical manager

associated with the data structure in which the context is located, and, when

carrying out an operation by a first logical manager results in transition of the

context to a state in a second logical manager associated with a different data

stnjcture than the data stmcture in which the context is located, issuing a

command from the first logical manager to the data-structure manipulator to

transfer the context to the different data structure; and

when all operations that need to be carried out by the hardware controller

to execute the task are carried out, generating output data and output signals

corresponding to completion of the task by the hardware controller and freeing

the context for representing a subsequently received task.

1 3, (currently amended) A subcomponent controller within a

communication controller comprising:

data storage elements that together compose a number of contexts for

storing information related to a sequence of data to be exchanged through a

communications medium connected to the communication controller;

logical managers that are each associated with a data structure and that

each carries out operations on behalf of contexts stored within the associated

data structure , wherein each logical manager may issue a single context

transfer command during a single clock cycle, wherein the data-structure

manipulator can concunrentlv receive and canrv out one transfer command

received from each logical manager during a single clock cvcle. wherein the

data-structure manipulator serializes all commands received during a single

7
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clock cycle by carrying out the commands logically in a predetermined

precedence order : and

a data-structure manipulator that implements a number of data structures

for storing contexts and that transfer contexts between data stmctures in

response to receiving transfer commands from the logical managers.

1 4. (original) The subcomponent controller of claim 1 3 wherein the

subcomponent interfaces with external subcomponent controllers via a signal

interface and wherein the subcomponent controller receives timing signals at

regular intervals that define clock cycles.

15. (cancelled)

16. (original) The subcomponent controller of claim 13 wherein the

communications controller is a fibre channel interface controller and wherein the

communications medium is a fibre channel communications medium.

17. (original) The subcomponent controller of claim 16 wherein the

subcomponent controller is an outbound sequence manager that receives

outbound descriptor blocks from an external subcomponent, stores information

related to an outbound sequence and represents a received outbound

sequence with a context, and that provides fibre channel frames to an external

subcomponent for transmission to the fibre channel medium as a result of

executing a task corresponding to a received outbound descriptor block.

8
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1 8. (original) The subcomponent controller of claim 1 7 wherein the

data structures are doubly linked lists of contexts in which each context may

reference a single linked list of related contexts.

1 9. (previously amended) The subcomponent controller of claim 1

8

wherein the logical managers include:

a completion manager associated with a completion list;

a credit manager associated with a timer list;

a transmit manager associated with a transmit list;

an outbound descriptor block manager associated with a free list;

a rogue manager associated with a free list;

a non-fabric daemon manager associated with a non-fabric list; and

a centralized list manager that serves as the data-stmcture manipulator

to transfer contexts between lists.

20. (original) The subcomponent controller of claim 1 9 wherein:

the completion manager can issue commands to the centralized list

manager to transfer a context from the completion list to the free list, to transfer

a first context from the completion list to the free list and dechain related

contexts from the first context and transfer the related contexts to the transmit

list, to transfer a first context from the completion list to the free list and dechain

related contexts from the first context and transfer related contexts to the

completion list, and to transfer a first context from the completion list to the free

list and to dechain related contexts from the first context and transfer related

contexts to the non-fabric list;

9
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the credit manager can issue commands to the centralized list manager

to transfer a context from the timer list to the transmit list, non-fabric list, or the

completion list;

the transmit manager can issue commands to the centralized list

manager to transfer a context from the transmit list to the timer list or the

completion list;

the outbound descriptor block manager can issue commands to the

centralized list manager to transfer a context from the free list to the transmit list

of the non-fabric list; and

the non-fabric daemon can issue commands to the centralized list

manager to transfer a context from the non-fabric list to the transmit list.

10


